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Q1 What do you think about the council
removing some of the trees at Barnham
Cross Common and introducing grazing

animals?
Answered: 172 Skipped: 5

Total 172

I think it is
a very good...

I think it is
a good idea

I think it is
a bad idea

I think it is
a very bad idea
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Answer Choices Responses

I think it is a very good idea

I think it is a good idea

I think it is a bad idea

I think it is a very bad idea
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94.86% 166

5.14% 9

Q2 Would you like to see some of the larger
oak trees kept on the common?

Answered: 175 Skipped: 2

Total 175

Yes

No
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Yes

No
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72.41% 126

27.59% 48

Q3 The council are considering planting
new pine trees near Barnham Cross

Common would you support this idea?
Answered: 174 Skipped: 3

Total 174

Yes

No
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Yes

No
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85.47% 147

14.53% 25

Q4 Do you think the council should keep
some of trees that screen the Bury road

from the common?
Answered: 172 Skipped: 5

Total 172

Yes

No
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Yes

No
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39.16% 65

26.51% 44

43.37% 72

Q5 Do you have any of the following
concerns about animals grazing the

common?
Answered: 166 Skipped: 11

Total Respondents: 166  

# Other Concerns (please specify) Date

1 Are the Town Council purchasing cattle on behalf of graziers or are the graziers bringing them? is the tax payer
footing the bill? Will there be an impact on the council tax?

4/29/2017 12:09 AM

2 concerned that travelers will get back on the common 4/29/2017 12:06 AM

3 worried that sheep might attack the public, quite like walking on the common without dog walking being prevented 4/29/2017 12:05 AM

4 welfare of the public if chased by cattle 4/28/2017 11:56 PM

5 Litter build up between old and new fence lines 4/28/2017 11:52 PM

6 Guaranteed no building on the common 4/28/2017 11:51 PM

7 Ragwort poisonous Nunnery drive over run with muntjack after fencing common 4/28/2017 11:30 PM

8 Animals could get cold 4/28/2017 11:28 PM

9 No shelter for the animals 4/28/2017 11:16 PM

10 Having live stock on the common is a concern for the dog walkers 4/28/2017 11:07 PM

11 Worried about the public attacking animals 4/28/2017 10:56 PM

12 risk of animals being stolen 4/28/2017 10:51 PM

13 Dog control and the animals 4/28/2017 10:50 PM

14 poaching 4/28/2017 10:36 PM

15 Security 4/28/2017 10:08 PM

I am concerned
about the...

I am concerned
that the...

I have no
concerns abo...
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Answer Choices Responses

I am concerned about the welfare of animals grazing the common

I am concerned that the animals will impact on public access to the common

I have no concerns about animals grazing the common
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16 concerns they may get on road and hurt motorist 4/28/2017 9:57 PM

17 more dog bins around the common and water trough 4/28/2017 9:33 PM

18 concerned that it will look barren when cleared 4/28/2017 9:26 PM

19 no horses 4/28/2017 9:24 PM

20 dangerous to public 4/28/2017 5:00 PM

21 concerned about manure created animal worse than dog fouling 4/28/2017 4:56 PM

22 safety of cattle from the public 4/28/2017 4:55 PM

23 Will there bre access for dog walkers 4/28/2017 4:54 PM

24 I am worried teenagers will hurt them 4/28/2017 4:53 PM

25 animals eating rubbish 4/28/2017 4:47 PM

26 leave it as it is 4/28/2017 4:41 PM

27 worried about cattle getting on the main rd might break through fence. Unknow people may interfere with animals 4/28/2017 4:35 PM

28 people will rob the cattle 4/28/2017 4:32 PM

29 gates not good for wheel chairs, found it difficult to get through with dogs gates are not level on far left side 4/28/2017 4:30 PM

30 It is a silly idea cattle might escape onto the road when kids wreck the fence 4/28/2017 4:27 PM

31 animals getting on the road 4/28/2017 4:26 PM

32 part of a walking group and dont want to be chased by a cow 4/28/2017 4:23 PM

33 people could abuse animals 4/28/2017 4:21 PM

34 Plant more oak not pine 4/28/2017 4:17 PM

35 kids playing may interfere with animals 4/28/2017 4:16 PM

36 surprised they tokk out so much gorse 4/28/2017 4:10 PM

37 don't think cattle should be there at all as tops dogs running free. Common land should be able to do what you want 4/28/2017 4:06 PM
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45.35% 78

27.33% 47

29.07% 50

Q6 Which grazing option would you like to
see?

Answered: 172 Skipped: 5

Total Respondents: 172  

Only one side
of the commo...

Both areas
grazed by...

The area
grazed...
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Answer Choices Responses

Only one side of the common grazed at a time so that there is an area for walkers without grazing animals present.

Both areas grazed by animals as long as walkers can still access both sides of the common.

The area grazed seasonally when the grazing will make the biggest difference.
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Q7 Do you have any other comments,
questions or suggestions about the

conservation works at Barnham Cross
Common?

Answered: 57 Skipped: 120

# Responses Date

1 I am concerned about access for dog walkers, must dogs stay on a lead 4/29/2017 12:23 AM

2 Use one side as a trial and see how it goes 4/29/2017 12:13 AM

3 Whats happening to the area behind the school? it used to be football pitches it is a shame it is not used for something 4/29/2017 12:12 AM

4 Does it stop disabled people entering? 4/29/2017 12:10 AM

5 Will there be wardens will it create new jobs 4/29/2017 12:09 AM

6 Concerned about dog walkers. Common is used for recreation missed opportunity to make a cycle track between
Thetford/Barnham ass part of sustainable transport policy. Dog walkers like to let dogs off lead can't do this if cattle on
site.

4/29/2017 12:00 AM

7 If it does encourage species of plants to come back its an asset to the town 4/28/2017 11:56 PM

8 God for the preservation of heathland 4/28/2017 11:51 PM

9 Needs to done properly no short fixes if you start it see it through to the end. 4/28/2017 11:41 PM

10 Bring it back to a country site 4/28/2017 11:32 PM

11 Don't like them 4/28/2017 11:10 PM

12 Keep the riverside with no animals to graze so dog walkers can still walk there 4/28/2017 11:07 PM

13 Make sure animals are looked after 4/28/2017 10:56 PM

14 Access for travellers 4/28/2017 10:54 PM

15 Preferred it open 4/28/2017 10:53 PM

16 Keep it as it is 4/28/2017 10:35 PM

17 Look after animals 4/28/2017 10:31 PM

18 Do not want to grazing on the common. Closing the common takes away the democratic right being cut off. Taking
away free social facility by closing it and puting animals on it in the wrong place. Would like to see involvement in litter
picking

4/28/2017 10:19 PM

19 There should be a consultation about public access on the common 4/28/2017 10:13 PM

20 More information about dog being on leads 4/28/2017 10:12 PM

21 creating an environmental disaster 4/28/2017 10:06 PM

22 Will they leave some brush for the deers to hide from the public? As long as we can definately walk through all areas -
no problem. Restrict motorbikes getting onto the playing fields or give a piece of land for the motorbikes to go on.

4/28/2017 10:04 PM

23 Main concern there are several rare plants on common and these may be overlooked when work is being done. Stone
curlews are timid slightest disturbance and they go

4/28/2017 9:57 PM

24 The work they are doing is good as it will bring the common back to what it was 4/28/2017 9:53 PM

25 Prefer to leave the common as it is 4/28/2017 9:50 PM

26 information boards on the site 4/28/2017 9:42 PM

27 impressed with the idea of conservation within region 4/28/2017 9:40 PM

28 access gates for disabled are too small but most of the public are pleased for with gates 4/28/2017 9:38 PM

29 i think it is a good thing fences help to protect muntjacks 4/28/2017 9:33 PM
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30 ditches around common to keep travellers out 4/28/2017 9:26 PM

31 Dog walkers not picking up after them 4/28/2017 9:21 PM

32 Cleaner than last year 4/28/2017 9:19 PM

33 Last year flowers flourished not this year 4/28/2017 9:18 PM

34 notice was to low down to read. Heard that after ten years an application for building houses could be made. It is
important to keep open spaces to let dogs run free. horrified if other side is enclosed. Barnham Cross residents
association need more information from the town council

4/28/2017 5:00 PM

35 As long as it remains open common land its one of the nicest features of Thetford 4/28/2017 4:54 PM

36 good idea very positive the common has been wasted 4/28/2017 4:48 PM

37 better signage 4/28/2017 4:47 PM

38 don't do it 4/28/2017 4:45 PM

39 would like to see more oaks and elms planted 4/28/2017 4:43 PM

40 frequent checks for vandalism 4/28/2017 4:42 PM

41 keep the old trees 4/28/2017 4:40 PM

42 Good Work should have been done years ago. Keep free parking and spruce it up for wildlife. 4/28/2017 4:39 PM

43 still like good access for the public. Cattle would prevent me using it as I am scared of cows 4/28/2017 4:36 PM

44 Would like higher fences to stop people getting in, scared the animals will get shot 4/28/2017 4:32 PM

45 sad that the mature wood in the centre was cut down 4/28/2017 4:30 PM

46 upset about turfing cattle farmer out who had been grazing for years and now they are fencing it and putting cattle in 4/28/2017 4:26 PM

47 how will people react to animals and vice versa 4/28/2017 4:23 PM

48 it is important to keep screen to stop drivers being distracted by the common. 4/28/2017 4:21 PM

49 would like to see area by river clearer and cleaner 4/28/2017 4:19 PM

50 would like more details about trees to give proper answers. 4/28/2017 4:15 PM

51 dog bins need to be relocated to exits around the common and not by playing field. how will bylaws be enforced. how
will you maintain a 10 year project. Don't want noisy events on the playing fields. As they are trying to introduce native
species it would be good to see native Norfolk/Suffolk cattle.

4/28/2017 4:13 PM

52 Rabbit numbers falling in the area 4/28/2017 4:10 PM

53 Worried fence is not high or strong enough to keep the cattle. Disagree with mess left by dogs and we need more dog
bins

4/28/2017 4:08 PM

54 told person that horses are not allowed due to rare plants so why are sheep allowed? concerns that cattle will destroy
bird and rare plants

4/28/2017 4:06 PM

55 worried about cars and motorbikes 4/28/2017 3:55 PM

56 would like to see more conservation works 4/28/2017 3:53 PM

57 traffic and animals 3/7/2017 2:33 PM
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78.98% 139

21.02% 37

Q8 Where do you live?
Answered: 176 Skipped: 1

Total 176

I live in
Thetford

I live outside
Thetford
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Answer Choices Responses

I live in Thetford

I live outside Thetford
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21.84% 38

78.16% 136

Q9 Would you like to help with conservation
on the common?

Answered: 174 Skipped: 3

Total Respondents: 174  

Yes

No
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Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No
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Q10 Please leave your name, email  and
address if you would like to help with

conservation on the common.
Answered: 1 Skipped: 176

# Responses Date

1 thetford athletics club concerned lack of access for future championships 4/28/2017 9:35 PM
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